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no winners in the suspension of the
livestock trade with indonesia

Jessica blanchett & bruno zeller*

abstract

in June 2011, the australian government temporarily
banned all live export to indonesia in response to footage
released of the inhumane slaughter of cattle. the ban,
although apparently legally justified, was a commercially
unwise decision causing immediate hardship to
cattle farmers, exporters, and arguably indonesian
consumers. the complex legislative framework for
the live export trade failed to clearly define roles and
responsibilities of the relevant parties in the export
trade, and contributed to the lack of compliance and
the resulting ban. though an interim framework for
export control has since been implemented, this is but a
temporary fix. it is not sustainable as it does not adjust to
a dynamic situation. it is not surprising that indonesia is
looking to become self-reliant in beef supply in the next
few years. it should, however, be noted that the australian
government has never intended to prevent indonesia from
becoming self-sufficient and has actively supported the
move. the issue at hand is the clear failure of australian
public policy decision-making. whether legislative reform
in australia will make any difference and save the northern
australian cattle industry depends on the government’s
ability to convince that a new legal framework, such as a
ban of bans, can prevent such an occurrence in the future.

i introduction

the australian government’s controversial move to indefinitely ban
live cattle export to indonesia in June 2011 evidently failed to serve
any real purpose. it also showed the government’s lack of a defensible
and evidence based public policy capability when confronted by
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the demands of divergent interest groups. animal rights activists
complained that this should have happened sooner, whilst farmers and
exporters were faced with a sudden loss of income. furthermore, it
can be argued that indonesia should have been warned of the unilateral
decision to halt a food supply, to enable plans to be put into place to
gain self-sufficiency sooner or look for alternate sources.

in australia the industry was concerned about the evident lack of
consultation prior to the ban. this article, while acknowledging the
existence of animal rights issues, focuses on the commercial and legal
aspects of the ban. it is argued that despite domestic legislation and trade
agreements in place, the government did not follow a set protocol, which
is customary when bilateral trade issues require attention. while the
government acted prematurely, the inevitable message from indonesia is
not surprising that it is looking to accelerate future self-reliance or a more
reliable trading partner, as evidenced by its response in december 2011.1

it is argued that the australian government’s reaction to the demands of
one interest group has now been exposed as‘policy on the run’. rational
behaviour would and should have dictated that despite the fact that
australia has some market power in live export indonesia has the ability
to move to a beef supply where australia is neither the only, nor the
cheapest global beef producer. furthermore, the decision to suspend
trade was made while foreign minister Kevin rudd was overseas.2 in
addition, there was a notable failure to consult state governments and
industry about the potential impact of the ban, for which agriculture
minister ludwig was criticized.3 a meeting of the nation’s agricultural
ministers in perth agreed that ‘any future major changes to the regulation
of live animal exports on animal welfare grounds would be made
after council and industry consultation’.4 the indonesian response to
cut almost half the beef imports from australia in 2012, although too
ambitious, certainly sent a strong message to the federal government
and ‘will reopen the bitter dispute between the federal government and
beef producers over the way the ban was handled’.5

1 see greg earl, ‘Jakarta to Cut Cattle imports’, The Australian Financial Review
(australia), 16 december 2011, 7.

2 milanda rout, ‘agricultural minister promises to Consult industry in the future’,
The Australian (online), 15 July 2011 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/
nation/agriculture-minister-promises-to-consult-industry-in-the-future/story-
e6frg6nf-1226094902698>.

3 ibid.
4 primary industries ministerial Council, Communique 20, 14 July 2011, 1 <http://www.

mincos.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/1942525/pimc-20-communique-14072011.
pdf>.

5 earl, above n 1.
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this article will in particular examine the legal framework which governs
live cattle exports specifically to indonesia. part ii explores the economic
effects on the live cattle export industry, including the financial impact
of the ban. part iii details the circumstances surrounding the ban and its
responses. part iv addresses the inability of the industry bodies to cope
with monitoring requirements. part v outlines the legislative framework
for the trade. in part vi the underlying policies involved in the live cattle
trade are explored. part vii details the framework modification, which
allowed the trade to resume. part viii addresses the various reviews
of the trade and the resulting reform recommendations, to prevent
future occurrences of such a situation. part iX concludes that the
government’s ‘knee-jerk’ reaction showed a flagrant disregard for proper
procedure and commerciality. Clearly, the government did not follow
a process which was systemic and inclusive, especially considering the
fact that two of the 12 abattoirs listed in the abC program ‘are in nusa
tenggara which did not process cattle from australia, and another one in
lampung, that has been closed for a while’.6

ii the effect of the ban

a In Australia

the cattle export industry supports around 11,000 jobs across related
areas including transport, stevedoring, quarantine services and feed lot
management.7 the ban came at an inopportune time,as the cattle season
reached its peak. there were an estimated 40,000 head of cattle on the
road, in holding depots or on their way to indonesia.8 with no abattoirs
in northern australia, and no alternative markets, cattle producers were
left in a vulnerable position.9

indonesia is australia’s largest export market for live cattle, accounting
for 60 per cent of all australian cattle exports in 2010.10 this
equates to around 520,000 head of cattle in a trade worth around

6 the university of adelaide, indo-pacific governance research Centre: policy brief
issue no 5, June 2011, 4.

7 peter alford and matthew franklin, ‘Jakarta fights live Cattle export ban’, The
Australian (online), 9 June 2011 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/
jakarta-fights-live-cattle-export-ban/story-fn59niix-1226072019409>.

8 ibid.
9 ibid.
10 australia indonesia business Council, ‘aibC position on live Cattle exports to

indonesia’, Independent Review Into Livestock Export Trade Submissions (19
July 2011) 1. <http://www.livestockexportreview.gov.au/submission_received/
australia_indonesia_business_council>.
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$330 million annually.11 most of the cattle are reared on stations in
northern australia, with live export the lifeblood of the cattle industry,
especially considering that over 50 per cent of northern cattle farms
rely on exports to indonesia.12 the financial implications of the ban
were accordingly substantial. the australian bureau of agricultural and
resource economics and science (‘abares’) estimated that in the short
term more that 300 people lost their jobs and 375,000 head of cattle were
stranded inaustralia between June 24 and July 1,2011.13this figure would
have inevitably increased as the trade ban continued. the problem was
compounded by the fact that many top end cattle farms can only operate
in the dry season,meaning that 12 months of trade was potentially lost.14

the government felt obligated to provide compensation for those affected,
promising to provide farmers with $3 million in government assistance
for up to 13 weeks.15 additionally it was later agreed that in partnership
with the state and territory governments, a subsidised interest rate on
new loans of up to $300,000 for two years to farm and service industry
businesses like transporters, heli-musterers and agents involved in the live
export trade, would be offered. furthermore, grants of up to $5,500 would
be made available to pastoralists for financial advice and training.16 these
compensation measures were merely a ‘drop in the ocean’ and will not
cover the years of financial hardship likely to follow from the ban and it’s
associated staggered resumption of trade at an unsurprisingly lower volume.

the department of foreignaffairs andtrade acknowledged the significant
impact which would be felt by northern businesses and individuals and
appeared to be countering this by ‘collecting information on this impact,
in consultation with state and territory governments, industry groups,
and with those affected’.17 however the suspension had a broader

11 lanai vasek, ‘indonesia says ban on live Cattle exports may be discriminatory’
The Australian (online) 8 June 2011<http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-
affairs/cattle-industry-and-coalition-condemn-ban-on-live-exports-to-indonesia/story-
fn59niix-1226071750628>.

12 the university of adelaide, indo-pacific governance research Centre, above n 6, 3.
13 larnie statham, ‘elders to resume Cattle exports’ Herald Sun (online), 29 July 2011

<http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/elders-to-resume-cattle-exports/story-
fn7j19iv-1226104462769>

14 Jock laurie, national farmers federation president, quoted in vasek, above n 11.
15 milanda rout, ‘live Cattle trade ban Could Cost 1000 Jobs’, The Australian (online),

28June 2011 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/live-cattle-trade-ban-
could-cost-1000-jobs/story-fn59niix-1226083056030>.

16 hon Joe ludwig, minister for agricultural, fisheries and forestry, ‘additional support
for Cattle industry as live trade resumes’ (media release daff11/205l, 10 august
2011) <http://www.maff.gov.au/media_office/media_releases/media_releases/2011/
august/additional_support_for_cattle_industry_as_live_trade_resumes>.

17 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, australian government, statement
to the senate Committee, Inquiry into Animal Welfare Standards in Australia’s Live
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impact as it immediately affected australia’s reputation as a reliable
supplier of livestock.18 it appears obvious that ‘collecting information’
after the ban was implemented is of no use in alleviating the problem of
stranded cattle, nor repairing the damage to the reputation as a reliable
supplier. although the government appears to think that ‘the measure of
a bilateral relationship is not whether there are problems, but how we
handle them’,19 clearly the initial animal welfare issue was poorly handled,
without taking the ripple effect of a trade ban properly into consideration.

b In Indonesia

with australia currently being the exclusive provider of live cattle to
indonesia, and supplying 25 per cent of total beef requirements, the
ban on trade unsurprisingly had a significant impact on the availability
of beef to indonesian consumers, and the viability of abattoirs. it must
be noted that other countries such as brazil and China also export live
cattle and potentially can take the place of australia as a supplier of live
animals. furthermore indonesian abattoirs were openly committed to
improving animal welfare outcomes, compatible with world organisation
foranimal health (oie) standards,throughout the supply chain.20 however
the speed of improvements was very slow. it also is well known that
indonesia is aiming to be self-sufficient in beef by 2014, posing a threat to
australia’s exports.21 the ban created a further impetus for indonesia to
reduce the ‘volatility and uncertainty’of reliance on australia.22

Export Markets, 10 august 2011 <http://liveexports.gov.au/news/daff-statement-to-
senate-committee-100811>.

18 bill farmer, ‘independent review of australia’s livestock export trade’ (31
august 2011) xii <http://www.livestockexportreview.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0018/2030625/independent-review.pdf>.

19 milanda rout, ‘Cattle ban was badly handled, says dfat’ The Australian, october
24, 2011 <www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/cattle-ban-was-badly-handled-
says-dfat/story-fn59niix-1226174557920>.

20 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 17; richard willingham
and tom allard, ban on live Cattle trade to indonesia, The Age (online), 8 June 2011
<http://www.theage.com.au/national/ban-on-live-cattle-trade-to-indonesia-20110607-
1frdg.html>.

21 australia indonesia business Council submission, department of foreign affair and
trade, ‘Opportunities for Economic Integration under an Indonesia-Australia
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement’ may 2011, 20 <http://www.
dfat.gov.au/fta/iacepa/submissions/aibC-ia-Cepa-submission-31-may-2011.pdf>. an
initial ia-Cepa economic Cooperation project (see further details below), called
‘strengthening village- based brahman Cattle production systems in indonesia’, aims
to improve indonesia’s cattle breeding performance by transferring knowledge and
developing skills that will lead to long term sustainable growth in the indonesian beef
industry. meat and livestock australia/live Corp and the australian government will
jointly fund it.

22 peter alford and matthew franklin, ‘Jakarta fights live Cattle export ban’, The
Australian (online), 9 June 2011 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/
jakarta-fights-live-cattle-export-ban/story-fn59niix-1226072019409>.
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iii circumstances surrounding the ban

the issue arose sometime in may 2011 when the australian broadcasting
Corporation’s (abC) Four Corners program aired footage of australian
cattle being cruelly slaughtered in indonesian abattoirs. in addition
to the cruel handling of the animals, it was made apparent that
slaughter boxes, funded by the australian industry, were contributing
to the inhumane treatment.23 a minority public group questioned the
government and industry’s ability to ensure the welfare of animals
exported for slaughter.24

pressure was put on the minister for agriculture, fisheries and forestry,
senator Joe ludwig, from fellow parliamentarians and sections of the
general public alike. the initial response, which took two days to
implement, was to prepare orders to enforce the suspension of live
animal exports to the abattoirs identified in the Four Corners program.25

however in a ‘significant escalation’ of the initial ban on 12 ‘known rogue
abattoirs’,26 senator ludwig signed the total ban order a few days later.27

the total ban expanded to include live export of cattle, calves, sheep,
lambs and goats (except for breeding purposes) to all of indonesia.28

by enacting the Export Control (Export of Live-stock to the Republic
of Indonesia) Order 2011 the export of livestock to the republic of
indonesia was prohibited for a period of 6 months.29 the order was made
well within the government’s scope under the Export Control (Orders)
Regulations 1982, which empowers the minister to make orders with
respect to any matter for or in relation to which provision may be made
by the regulations.30 the order was intended to ‘enable the australian

23 willingham and allard, above n 20.
24 richard willingham, ‘video shows Cattle Cruelty’ The Age (melbourne), august 25

2011 <http://www.theage.com.au/national/video-shows-cattle-cruelty-20110824-
1jab6.html>.

25 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry (Cth) ‘live animal exports to
indonesia’ (media release daff11/011d, 1 June 2011) <http://daff.gov.au/about/
media-centre/dept-releases/2011/live_animal_exports_indonesia>.

26 willingham and allard, above n 20.
27 lanai vasek, ‘ban on live Cattle trade to indonesia to last up to six months, Joe

ludwig announces’, The Australian (online), June 8 2011 <http://www.theaustralian.
com.au/national-affairs/temporary-ban-on-exports-leaves-cattle-stranded/story-
fn59niix-1226071488817>.

28 ruth hatten, ‘Can we ban live animal export?’ The New Lawyer, 28 June 2011
accessed 26 July 2011 at <http://www.thenewlawyer.com.au/article/Can-we-ban-live-
animal-export/530401.aspx>; Export Control (Export of Livestock to the Republic of
Indonesia) Order 2011 (Cth).

29 section 4 (1) Export Control (Export of Live-stock to the Republic of Indonesia)
Order 2011.

30 regulation 3 Export Control (Orders) Regulations 1982. this regulation is itself
authorized by the Export Control Act 1982 (Cth) s 25 (1).
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government to develop a robust regulatory and compliance regime
to address concerns regarding slaughter of livestock in indonesia’.31

specifically, establishing new safeguards for the trade, ensuring there is
‘verifiable and transparent supply chain assurance up to and including the
point of slaughter for every consignment that leavesaustralia’.32 a point to
be made is that the cross border aspect was totally ignored. the starting
point should have been the bilateral character of the trade and not the
ethnocentric view of the government driven by australian public opinion.

it was claimed that the decision to suspend trade was made ‘following
serious consideration of the advice and evidence that has been presented
to the government since last monday’.33 however minister ludwig’s
lack of consultation with state governments, graziers and indonesia has
been criticised as discussed further below.34

the response to the ban was extensive and came from several interest
groups inside and outside the government. Criticism came from the
‘labor left, crossbench mps and animals’ rights groups.’35 it was said to
be ‘unthinkable that the government has made its announcement today
devoid of any remedies for the cattle and export sectors, especially
considering the indonesian live cattle market represents 47 per cent
of our total live cattle trade’.36 the ban was further described as ‘an
overreaction that punished exporters and slaughterhouses that did the
right thing’.37 ‘it sends the wrong message by also penalizing facilities
that have acted to deliver best practice reform.’38

the government was further accused of lacking understanding of the
‘severe impact it will have on pastoralists in western australia’.39 although
it was widely accepted that no one could tolerate the inhumane treatment

31 explanatory statement, export Control (export of live-stock to the republic of
indonesia) order 2011 (Cth).

32 hon Joe ludwig, minister for agriculture, fisheries and forestry, ‘minister suspends
live Cattle trade to indonesia’ (media release daff11/174l 8 June 2011) <http://
www.maff.gov.au/media_office/media_releases/media_releases/2011/june/minister-
suspends-live-cattle-trade-to-indonesia>.

33 ibid.
34 rout, above n 19.
35 vasek, above n 11.
36 ibid quoting nationals leader warren truss; also quoted in alford and franklin, above

n 7.
37 vasek, above n 11, quoting senator barnaby Joyce.
38 vasek, above n 27, quoting Coalition agricultural spokesman John Cobb and nationals

leader warren truss.
39 hon wendy duncan, member for the mining and pastoral region quoted in tony

Crook, ‘live Cattle ban to hit hard, duncan’ (tony Crook mp media releases, June
8 2011) <http://www.tonycrook.com.au/news/mediareleases/tabid/73/articletype/
articleview/articleid/80/live-cattle-ban-to-hit-hard-duncan.aspx>.
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of animals,which had been witnessed,it was argued that‘banning the trade
outright and with no notice will have immediate and dire consequences
on the incomes of many australians who have been engaged in a legal and
government supported industry’.40 further, whilst potentially destroying
the australian cattle industry by banning live exports from australia, it
was ‘not going to miraculously stop animal cruelty in indonesia’41 if that
was the stated intent of the ban. it appears more likely to be a knee jerk
response to minority interest group pressure.

it was also put forward that banning exports to all abattoirs denied
exporters the opportunity to redirect stock to abattoirs that followed
correct processes of slaughtering. it was suggested ‘how arrogant and
ethnocentric of us, now that we are an educated and affluent country, to
pontificate to our near neighbors about how they run their country when
their highest priority is quite rightly on the more immediate needs of the
people’.42

the australian government conceded that ‘the resumption of trade
with indonesia will take a concerted effort from the indonesian and
australian governments, supported by the industry’ arguing that they
were ‘taking the steps necessary to secure the long-term sustainability of
our trade with indonesia’.43 it is interesting to note that the government
started from the premise, that indonesia would not have the ability to
import cattle from other sources and are dependent on the australian
governments goodwill to allow exports to indonesia.

a Indonesian Response

indonesia initially voiced concerns that the ban breached world trade
organisation (‘wto’) rules on discriminatory grounds as the ban
applied only to indonesia, and it was argued that there were several
other countries importing from australia with the same animal welfare
issues.44 it was threatened that a complaint would be submitted to the
wto presumably arguing that the ban was invalid.45

40 Crook, above n 39.
41 northern territory Cattleman’s association, quoted in vasek, above n 27.
42 Crook, above n 39.
43 the hon. Joe ludwig, minister for agricultural, fisheries and forestry, ‘international

standard for live export trade to indonesia’ (media release daff11/181l, 21 June
2011) <http://maff.gov.au/media_office/media_releases/2011/june/intl-standard-live-
export-indonesia>

44 Concerns were raised by mr. Krisnamurthi bayu, indonesian agricultural vice-minister
and cited by many commentators’ including hatten, above n 28 and in vasek, above n 11.

45 noam shifrin, ‘no legal solution for indonesia in battle at the live Cattle Corral’
Online Opinion (online), 22 June 2011 <http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.
asp?article=12218>.
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the indonesian government would likely have had the opportunity
to allege that australia has violated article 2.3 of the agreement of
sanitary and phytosanitary measures, one of a number of agreements,
which bind members of the wto pursuant to article Xvi.4 of the wto
agreement. article 2.3 provides that ‘members shall ensure that their
sanitary and phytosanitary measures do not arbitrarily or unjustifiably
discriminate between members where identical or similar conditions
prevail’. therefore, all australia would need do was to distinguish
the conditions in indonesia from those prevailing in other nations.46

whether that would be possible or convincing is beyond the scope of
this article and will thus not be discussed.

victorian barrister noam shifrin argued that ‘indonesia may also run
into trouble in proving that the ban was arbitrary or unjustifiable’, as
footage would likely demonstrate otherwise.47 however, there may
still be an argument for the indonesians in the notion that the ban was
arbitrary, as it seemed to have been put in place hastily and in response
to pressure being brought to bear on the relevant minister. however,
the government will no doubt point to the years of correspondence
flowing from the minister’s office to relevant industry bodies, urging
them to put in place appropriate measures to prevent unnecessary
cruelty, additionally pointing to the initial ban only to select abattoirs
known to be contributing to the animal cruelty.48 the multiple attempts
by australia to change the poor handling of animals, prior to resorting to
a blanket ban, would significantly contribute to the argument that the
ban was justified.

even if a claim to the wto was made, it would hardly have been of any
immediate benefit as the average time between initiating what the wto
calls a consultation and a binding decision is one year and three months.49

unsurprisingly the australian government, and commentators alike,
quickly rejected the discrimination claim.50 a spokeswoman from senator
ludwig’s office declared that ‘australia has the right under wto rules to
take actions to ensure that australian cattle are treated in accordance
with international standards on animal welfare’.51 no claim was ever
made to the wto by indonesia.52

46 ibid.
47 ibid.
48 ibid.
49 ibid
50 ibid.
51 alford and franklin, above n 7.
52 world trade organisation, dispute settlement <http://www.wto.org/english/

tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_by_country_e.htm>.
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iv the industry’s shortcomings

it has been claimed that the industry bodies,meat and livestockaustralia
(‘mla’) and liveCorp were, for over 10 years, aware of the inhumane
slaughter of animals in indonesia.53 misleading the government, public
and farmers was claimed to be well entrenched. ‘not even mla’s own
constituents are accepting claims that they didn’t know what was
occurring in indonesia.’54 Calls were made for more of the fees paid to
mla by producers and exporters to be invested in indonesia.55

the government and mla inspectors recently audited the abattoirs
in indonesia to which australian cattle is supplied. more than three
quarters were found not to adhere to world standards for animal
welfare.56 however, it is not known how many breaches were only of a
minor nature. this would inevitably distort the findings. furthermore,
only abattoirs where australian cattle were slaughtered were audited,
which again indicates that the figures supplied are not a reliable
indicator of mistreated cattle.

accordingly in response to the abC report, the minister wrote to the
australian livestock exporters’ Council seeking industry advice on
‘ways to improve animal welfare outcomes for the live animal trade
and alternative approaches to managing livestock exports’.57 the
farmer review did, however, find that ‘the activities of mla have led
to improvements in a number of markets in facilities, training and
management approaches.’58 it is interesting to note that despite obvious
shortcomings in the quality of australian public policy and the fact that
policymaking is open to criticism, the solution appears to be to simply
commission another review into the matter.

v legislative framework for trade

as with any international trade, legislative frameworks are required
to not only fulfill the domestic requirements, but also to regulate and
facilitate the international aspect of the trade. hence, australia and, no

53 lexisnexis, ‘no winners with interim ban’ Lawyers Weekly, 22 June 2011 <http://
www.lawyersweekly.com.au/blogs/slide_show/archive/2011/06/22/no-winners-
with-interim-ban.aspx>.

54 ‘australia ban live Cattle trade to indonesia’ International Business Times (online),
8 June 2011 <http://au.ibtimes.com/articles/159068/20110608/australia-bans-live-
cattle-trade-to-indonesia.htm>.

55 nick thorne, owner of Cedar park export yards, quoted in statham, above n 13.
56 willingham and allard, above n 20.
57 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 17.
58 farmer, above n 18, xxiii.
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doubt, indonesia have implemented domestic regulations in relation
to the export and import of live cattle. these regulations are simply a
matter for each state to implement and enforce. however the real issue
is how the two sovereign states regulate the cross border relationship,
which can play a crucial role in minimizing potential problems. whether
this issue can be resolved on a government-to-government level needs to
be seen.

the australian regulatory framework for livestock exports involves
interaction between commonwealth, state and territory, as well as
local government legislation and regulation. this complex interaction
is added to by industry codes of practice and standards. within the
multitudes of control, arguably, there is a lack of clearly identified roles
and responsibilities for taking regulatory and enforcement action on
animal welfare issues.59

a Commonwealth

the australian Quarantine and inspection service (‘aQis’) administers
Commonwealth level legislative instruments. these include the Export
Control Act 1982; the Export Control (Animals) Order 2004; the
Australian Meat and Live-Stock Industry Act 1997; and the Australian
Meat and Live-Stock Industry (Export Licensing) Regulations) 1998
(‘amli act’).

exporters are required to hold a license under the amli act before
they are permitted to export livestock. under the legislation all
exports must include adequate planning and risk mitigation measures
to ensure adequate animal health and welfare outcomes for all stages
of the journey. plans must detail how the exporter intends to prepare
the animals in accordance with the importing country requirements as
well as the Australian Standards for the Export of Livestock (‘asel’ or
‘the standards’). exporters must submit a notice of intention (‘noi’)
with the plans to aQis for assessment and consideration for approval.60

similar requirements to undertake adequate planning and risk mitigation
measures are outlined in the Export Control Act 1982.61

a range of compliance measures can also be applied to the activities
of the license holding exporter. these include: seeking additional
information; application of additional conditions to an export; refusal

59 ibid xiii.
60 ibid 19.
61 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, australian government, Australian

Position Statement on the Export of Livestock, november 2006, 9. <http://www.
daff.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/146753/gov_position_statement.pdf>.
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to approve an noi; refusal to grant a permission to leave for loading;
review or revocation of registration of premises; refusal to issue an
export permit; and, criminal sanctions.62

b State and Territory

all states and territories have legislation in place covering livestock
health, welfare and traceability, which refer to national model Codes of
practice, covering livestock production and transport. Compliance with
these codes is difficult to enforce, owing to the fact they are considered
guidelines and accordingly are not mandated under legislation.63

whilst the asel requires that the exporter comply with state/territory
animal welfare legislation and animal welfare requirements, state and
territory legislation does not in turn reference the asel. this further
evidences confusion and lack of consistency in the control mechanisms.

vi the underlying government policy

although there are a number of legal policies and agreements affecting
the export of cattle to indonesia, it is not clear that the australian
government expressly breached any by implementing the ban. however,
it can be argued that by a unilateral declaration to ban the trade, the
australian government breached the spirit of inter-government
agreements.

a Australian Position Statement on the Export of Livestock

the australian position statement on the export of livestock (‘the
position statement’) was developed as early as 2003, as part of the
australian government’s response to the Livestock Export Review
(‘Keniry review’) of the livestock export industry.64 the asel or
standards reflected by the position statement represent the basic
animal health and welfare requirements for the conduct of the livestock
export industry, which the australian government expects the industry
to meet.65 the health and welfare of livestock in the live export chain
is said to be protected by several instruments, namely the industry
quality assurance programs from place of origin to destination; state

62 farmer, above n 18, 19.
63 ibid.
64 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 61, 5; John Keniry,

Livestock Export Review Final Report – A Report to the Australian Government
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and forestry (23 december 2003) <http://www.
daff.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/146708/keniry_review_jan_04.pdf>.

65 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 61, 5.
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and territory legislation, including animal welfare acts; and australian
government legislation, including the standards.66

further, a number of responsibilities of various parties along the supply
chain are outlined in the position statement. exporters are accountable
to theaustralian government for the outcomes of each consignment. the
aQis must be satisfied that importing country requirements are met
before issuing a health certificate and export permit.67 overall, the state
and territory governments have the responsibility for ensuring these
requirements are met.68

the australian government has declared its responsibility for ‘export
policy,regulation of the live export industry including licensing livestock
exporters, inspection of health and welfare certification of livestock for
export, and issuing export permits and health certificates’.69 additionally
the government is also ‘responsible for the development of the
standards, and ensuring the effectiveness of the standards in achieving
their aims of acceptable animal health and welfare outcomes by regular
review that involves stakeholders’.70

what appears obvious is that there are sufficient regulations in place;
however, the implementation and oversight, specifically when the
livestock moved to indonesia, was lacking.

b Risk Management

a ‘whole-of-chain-risk-based approach’ was recommended to ensure
that critical risks are identified, their potential impacts analysed, and
risk management measures developed and implemented.71 a heavy
burden is placed on the exporter to be ‘responsible for ensuring that
importing country requirements are met and that verification systems
are established to meet audit scrutiny throughout the livestock export
chain’.72

the underlying principle of the position statement was that all
participants throughout the livestock export chain are responsible for the
health and welfare of animals in their care.73 the industry is purportedly

66 ibid 7.
67 ibid 5.
68 ibid.
69 ibid 11.
70 ibid.
71 ibid 7.
72 ibid 10.
73 ibid.
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conducted in a ‘transparent manner, in which accountabilities, roles and
responsibilities are clearly defined and met’.74 further,participants in the
livestock export industry are supposed to be ‘demonstrably competent
and operate in accordance with the national animal heath and welfare
system in an environment that encourages sustainable improvement’.75

C Bilateral Trade and Investment Framework

the trade and investment framework (‘the framework’) was signed in
september 2005 by deputy prime minister and minister of trade, mark
vaile and indonesian trade minister, dr mari pangestu. the framework
aimed to ‘strengthen commercial ties through enhancing business
opportunities and improving facilitation of trade in goods, services
and investment’.76 by enhancing cooperation on trade, investment and
business issues the framework intended to minimise impediments,
promote transparency in regulations and reduce costs. the framework
recognised that ‘open, transparent and competitive markets are the key
drivers of economic efficiency.’77 the benefit to australian companies
was said to be the hallmark of the framework. however this benefit did
not translate when the government decided to unilaterally cease trading.

as a priority issue, cost reduction was aimed for through decreasing
‘technical barriers,regulatory and administrative requirements, including
through cooperation on standards.’78 however,cooperation on standards,
for one, was evidently not something that was further explored any
deeper than saying the words. arguably it is fairly common in most
bilateral agreements that they tend to be just words of encouragement
with no real effect. put in a wider context, the australian government
did not assume ownership in a true sense and as observed there was a
disconnect between domestic legislation and the agreement.

d Importing Country Responsibilities

of interest is that before the framework agreement was signed, the
australian government took the position that the importing country,
indonesia, will determine all animal health and any other requirements

74 ibid 10.
75 ibid.
76 hon mark vaile, minister for trade, ‘australia and indonesia forge Closer trade

and investment ties’ (media release, mvt72/2005, 29 september 2005) <http://
trademinister.gov.au/releases/2005/mvt072_05.html>.

77 department of foreign affairs and trade, australian government, Trade and
Investment Framework (29 september 2005), 1 <http://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/
indonesia/tif.html>.

78 ibid 2.
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for imported livestock, and it may advise the australian government
of these from time to time. furthermore, although the exporter is
responsible under australian government legislation for compliance
with these requirements, any negotiation on the requirements is
undertaken at a government- to- government level.79 the government
failed to note in particular that it is the failure of the indonesian livestock
system to monitor and supervise abattoir practices.80

the australian government and australian livestock export industry
declared their commitment to furthering the health and welfare of
livestock in importing countries by ‘fostering cooperation and goodwill
sharingaustralian technical expertise,providing educational and training
opportunities, and supporting infrastructure’.81 the success of these
commitments is, in light of the current circumstances, questionable at
best. perhaps turning a blind eye to certain practices was hidden under
the guise of ‘remaining sensitive to cultural differences’.82

however most importantly the position always has been that it is the
importing country, which will ultimately determine animal health issues
on their territory.

e The Responsibility Handball

despite, or perhaps because of, the multiple legislative mechanisms
and responsible bodies, the welfare of the livestock was not as well
protected as it would appear on paper. past issues in live trade have
also shown that welfare of animals is closely tied to the viability of the
trade. as shown in the past, domestic interest groups, such as the animal
welfare lobby, can influence and can put pressure on government
decisions. with so many responsible parties, at so many levels, it appears
as if all parties have failed to take the responsibility required.

the industry has defended its role, arguing that the objective of the
position statement is to improve animal welfare outcomes where
possible, whilst recognizing that australian cattle producers have no
regulatory power and limited commercial influence to deliver practice
change in countries receiving australian livestock. further, it argued
that it had never claimed that animal welfare outcomes in all countries

79 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 61, 9.
80 the university of adelaide, indo-pacific governance research Centre, above n 6, 1,
81 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 61, 10.
82 ibid 13.
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receiving australian livestock were ideal, but it has, however, acted on
opportunities for improvement when they arise.83

f Australian Standards for the Export of Livestock
(ASEL or the Standards)

the asel purportedly ensures that minimum standards of sourcing and
on-farm preparation of livestock,land transport of livestock,management
of livestock in registered premises, vessel preparation and loading,
onboard management of livestock and air transport of livestock are
adhered to.84 this issue after all is completely within the responsibility
of government regulation and their enforcement.

however, contributing to the difficulty in control of exported animals
is the fact that australia’s regulatory reach cannot extend beyond our
borders. indonesia’s sovereignty must be respected. once animals
leave australia they are no longer subject to the protection of animal
welfare laws or the asel.85 these laws only apply to the exporter and
even then, questions have been raised as to their enforceability.86 it has
been suggested that at an operational level, failure to comply with the
asel is systemic.87

once animals have been sold and delivered to an importing country, they
are subject to the customs and practices of that country.88 indonesia
has no legislation pertaining to animal cruelty. although some were
drafted in 2009, they have yet to be implemented.89 ‘there is a need
for awareness, and appropriate handling, of sensitivity in some overseas
countries about the perception that australia may be seeking to regulate
extraterritorially.’90

83 Cattle Council of australia, Independent Review into Livestock Export Trade
Submissions (18 July 2011), 5 <http://www.livestockexportreview.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0004/1951447/Cattle_Council_of_australia.pdf>.

84 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, australian government, Australian
Standards for the Export of Livestock, version 2.3, april 2011 <http://www.daff.gov.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/1904365/australian-standards-v2.3.pdf>.

85 these standards are referenced in the Australian Meat and Livestock Industry
(Export Licensing) Regulations 1998 and the Export Control (Animals) Order
2004.

86 law society of south of south australia, Independent Review into Livestock
Export Trade Submissions (15 July 2011), 2 <http://www.lawsocietysa.asn.au/
submissions/110715_independent_livestock_export_review.pdf>.

87 farmer, above n 18, xiii.
88 hatten, above n 28.
89 law society of south of south australia, above n 86.
90 farmer, above n 18, xvii.
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there has always been an urgent need for a closer examination of
a range of issues relating to asel, including issues of scope, clarity,
accountability, flexibility, sanctions and review procedures.91 there were
enough incidences in live transports especially to the middle east, to
have this issue resolved. the government is only due to review the asel
by 28 february 2013.92 in addition to australian legislation, international
guidelines are also influencing domestic legislation.

g World Organisation for Animal Health Guidelines

the world organisation for animal health (oie) guidelines is a
comprehensive set of standards covering a wide range of issues
around the design and management of facilities and animal handling
practices. it not only sets out specific provisions, but also, in effect
defines a culture of good animal handling practices which avoids, to
the greatest extent possible, causing distress to animals. while it covers
design and implementation of physical changes to facilities and training
of operators in the details of good practice, it is the instilling of a culture
of good practice that requires strong leadership and training.93 although
indonesia and australia are both signatories to the oie, the standards
are unenforceable.94 despite this, the oie’s standards provide an
international platform, through which australia could engender support
for, as well as promote, joint work.95

however, it could be argued as being hypocritical to reprimand
indonesia for not adhering to these standards. a review of the australian
government and industry-funded restraint boxes embarrassingly found
they grossly breach oie slaughter standards, contributing to the cruel
slaughter practices used in indonesia.96 an immediate suspension
of the installation of new mark i restraint boxes was accordingly
implemented.97

91 ibid xv.
92 australian government, Domestic Action (21 october 2011), live exports

government action<http://www.liveexports.gov.au/government_action>.
93 australia indonesia business Council, above n 10, 2.
94 law society of south of south australia, above n 86, 2.
95 industry government working group on live Cattle exports, report to australian

government minister for agriculture, fisheries and forestry, 26 august 2011, 12
<http://www.liveexports.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/2030361/igwg-cattle-
report.pdf>.

96 willingham, above n 24.
97 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 25.
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h ASEAN-Australian-New Zealand Free Trade Agreement

australia and indonesia have a number of agreements in place, which
are intermittently reviewed. many government meetings have been held
to discuss various areas of trade between indonesia and australia, with
the intention to strengthen trade ties between the two nations. the
9th indonesia-australia trade ministers’ meetings held in Jakarta on 20
april 2011 focussed on bilateral trade and investment issues, including
access to the indonesian market for australian beef products and the
agreement establishing the asean-australia-new Zealand free trade
area (aanZfta).98

theaanZfta is one ofaustralia’s largest free trade agreements. indonesia
ratified aanZfta on 6 may 2011, and it came fully come into effect on
January 10, 2012.99

i Indonesia-Australia Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement

in november 2010 it was agreed that negotiation of the indonesia-australia
Comprehensive economic partnership agreement (ia-Cepa) would
commence.100 however it was not until april 18 2011, just months before
the ban, that pre-negotiation consultations were held.101 therefore the
channels of communication were open and arguably it would have been
appropriate to discuss the issues raised on the Four Corners program
before any immediate unilateral decision was made. this is specifically so,
as the ia-Cepa aims to broaden the range of opportunities for australian
and indonesian exporters, importers and investors.102 it is expected
to build on outcomes of the aanZfta, with benefits of the agreement
including sanitary and phytosanitary measures.103

it would have been anticipated that the ia-Cepa would provide solid
standards, technical regulations and conformity assessment procedures,
recognising their important role in international trade.104 in addition

98 the 9th indonesia-australia trade ministers’ meeting, expanding bilateral economic
Cooperation through ia-Cepa, Jakarta, 20 april 2011 <http://www.indonesia.
embassy.gov.au/files/jakt/110420joint_press_release-eng.pdf>.

99 australian government, australian Customs and border protection service, ASEAN-
Australia-New Zealand <http://www.customs.gov.au/site/page6076.asp>.

100 department of foreign affairs and trade, australian government, Indonesia-
Australia Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement Negotiations <http://
www.dfat.gov.au/fta/iacepa/index.html>.

101 the 9th indonesia-australia trade ministers’ meeting, above n 98.
102 ibid.
103 department of foreign affairs and trade, above n 100.
104 australia indonesia business Council submission, above n 21.
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the ia-Cepa has potential to improve access to information for both
australian and indonesian business regarding sector-specific regulation;
provide a mechanism for addressing issues on standards certification;and
build upon existing cooperation for purposes of facilitation, recognition
and acceptance of the results of conformity assessment.105 there are
also opportunities for increased cooperation and ideally, consultation
mechanisms.106

following the pre-negotiations of the ia-Cepa, a memorandum of
understanding (mou) was signed between the australian Chambers of
Commerce and industry (aCCi) and Kadin (indonesian Chamber of
Commerce). it was agreed to ‘engage in the preparatory negotiations
process and the involvement in the business sector’.107 the mou
provides a forum for dialogue between aCCi and Kadin for the
negotiations between indonesia and australia of a Cepa, and in doing
so gives significant momentum to the government level negotiations.108

the mou aims to promote open communication and cooperation at the
highest levels of industry throughout the Cepa negotiations.109

accordingly, the ia-Cepa is not binding. all that has been achieved at
this stage is, in a sense, an agreement to agree. however the ia-Cepa
is a promising sign for future trade with indonesia. it has potential to
provide more stringent regulations, theoretically avoiding any future
trade bans for animal welfare reasons.

vii resuming trade

the importance of the live export trade in cattle for australian farmers
and for the domestic economy, particularly at a regional level, is
indisputable. trade in live animals also provides an important source
of protein for many of australia’s trading partners and assist them in
achieving their food security objectives. as such, it is important for the
transition to the new framework to minimise unnecessary disruption to
supply chains.110

105 ibid.
106 ibid.
107 hon. dr Craig emerson and dr mari pangestu, ‘press Conference, australia

indonesia trade ministers’, Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 20
april 2011, 1. <http://www.acci.asn.au/getattachment/d9f86eca-0fb4-467d-b715-
b1906e2372cf/transcript-press-Conference-australia---indonesian.aspx>.

108 australian Chamber of Commerce and industry, ‘business agreement with indonesia’
(media release, 20 april 2011) <http://www.acci.asn.au/research-and-publications/
media-Centre/media-releases-and-transcripts/global-engagement/business-agreement-
with-indonesia>.

109 the 9th indonesia- australia trade ministers’ meeting, above n 98.
110 industry government working group on live Cattle exports, above n 95, 3.
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a An Interim Framework For Control

trade was legally resumed by virtue of the Export Control Repeal
Order 2011.111 under the old framework, exporters were only required
to track animals from the property of origin to the port of export and
report on the outcome of the voyage. a new framework to restrict
exports was developed in consultation with industry and the australian
veterinary association, which has far more onerous requirements of the
exporter.112 before being issued approval to export by the department
of agriculture, fisheries and forestry (daff), a supply chain assurance
system past the point of slaughter must be established. the assurance
must demonstrate internationally agreed welfare standards; control of
animals in the supply chain; traceability through the system; reporting
and accountability; and independent auditing. exporters incur any
extra costs of demonstrating supply chain assurances.113 all exporters
are accountable to the australian government for the outcomes of each
consignment, regardless of the fact that ownership of the cattle may
change more than once.114 the most crucial point in the debate is that
critics have correctly argued that tracing in and of itself does not ensure
the welfare of the individual animal or provide any means by which
appropriate welfare standards can be enforced in another jurisdiction.115

the resumption of trade was to be progressive as the various exporters
have their supply chains verified by commercial independent auditors.116

it was predicted the trade would reach, at most, 25 per cent of the pre-
June levels in the three months following because of the more rigorous
auditing requirements.117 although the onus on exporters would add
additional costs, it would still fail to overcome the basic problem of
slaughter control in indonesia.

Cattle arrived to a smaller, more regulated, and more humane industry
than prevailed before Four Corners triggered the indonesian abattoirs

111 Export Control Repeal Order 2001 (Cth) s 3, the order functioned to repeal the
Export Control (Export of Livestock to the Republic of Indonesia) Order 2011 and
the Export Control (Protection of Animal Welfare) Order 2011.

112 explanatory statement, export Control repeal order 2011 (Cth).
113 australia indonesia business Council, above n 10.
114 department of agriculture, fisheries & forestry, above n 84.
115 law society of south of south australia, above n 86, 4.
116 richard willingham and tom allard, ‘month-long live Cattle ban to indonesia lifted’

The Age (online), 7 July 2011 <http://www.theage.com.au/national/monthlong-live-
cattle-ban-to-indonesia-lifted-20110706-1h2lw.html>.

117 primary industries ministerial Council, above n 4; peter alford, ‘live Cattle trade
resumes, but not enough stock’ The Australian (online), august 17 2011 <http://
www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/live-cattle-trade-resumes-but-not-enough-
stock/story-fn59niix-1226116304968>.
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scandal.118 however, many indonesian meat works and local traders
vowed to ‘never handle australian cattle again’, thereby contributing to
the ‘smaller’ industry.119

the new requirements currently only apply to livestock exports
to indonesia.120 the independent review by mr bill farmer ao,
recommended future changes to the way australia manages its global
livestock export trade, as explored below.121 officials from australian
and indonesian governments are working on a single set of standards to
be jointly verified, with the international animal welfare guidelines as a
benchmark.122

viii review and reform

reform of current policy and procedure was, and is, clearly required in
order to prevent any future situations resulting in similar problematic
consequences of the indonesia live cattle ban, particularly in light of
indonesia already drastically reducing the intake in 2012. a number of
reviews have been initiated as a result of the ban. it is important to note
that any proposed framework be based around internationally agreed
standards, and that australia applies the least trade restrictive measure
necessary to meet the required standards in order to comply with world
trade organization requirements not to discriminate the application of
these standards across countries.123

the australian government has no power to regulate in other sovereign
nations, and accordingly any new regulatory framework will apply only
to australian exporters. however the new arrangements will clearly have
an effect on supply chains in other countries. indonesia, who relies on
australian cattle for their food security will understandably be particularly
sensitive to any real or perceived threats to the future of the trade.124

a Senate Enquiry

a senate enquiry was conducted into the role and effectiveness of
government and relevant industry bodies, including mla and liveCorp,
in improving animal welfare standards in australia’s live export markets

118 alford, above n 117.
119 Joni liano, head of the meat and feedlot traders association (which represents two-

thirds of the indonesian feedlots) quoted in alford, above n 117.
120 australian government, ‘action on live exports’ (7 september 2011) <http://www.

liveexports.gov.au/government_action#supplychain>.
121 ibid.
122 ludwig, above n 32.
123 industry government working group on live Cattle exports, above n 95, 6-7.
124 ibid 12.
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and the domestic economic impact of the live export trade. the initial
reporting date scheduled for 25 august was twice extended. the report
was finally released in november 2011.125

b Policy Changes

under the new arrangements there are said to be clearer requirements
for exporters to provide assurances that australian livestock exported to
indonesia will be managed in a manner consistent with oie standards
and guidelines right through to the point of slaughter.126 ‘recent events
have demonstrated that continual improvement is no longer sufficient
to meet community expectations for animal welfare outcomes and the
minister for agriculture has made it clear that high standards of animal
welfare outcomes must be assured throughout the supply chain.’127

however,‘just what constitutes compliance and suitability to undertake
the role of an independent monitor remains undefined’.128

the australian government has said they will continue working closely
with the indonesian government to further develop the mutually
beneficial trading relationship, which already exists, including meeting
internationally agreed animal welfare standards across livestock supply
chains.129 given the industry’s history of a lack of compliance, doubts
have been raised that restricting the live export of cattle to only accredited
abattoirs will work because it relies on industry improving the treatment
of animals,which they have failed to do on a number of occasions.130

C Legislative Change

the indonesian andaustralian governments have conceded that the current
legislative requirements placing such a heavy burden on the exporter are
not sustainable in the longer term. both governments have agreed to
work closely together, and with industry, to bring about improvements in
practices in abattoirs and to make the trade sustainable.131

125 hatten, above n 28. the report was released in november 2011 by the rural
affairs and transport reference Committee: rural affairs and transport references
Committee, parliament of australia, Animal Welfare Standards in Australia’s Live
Export Markets (2011).

126 department of foreign affairs and trade, australian government, statement to the
senate Committee, Inquiry into Animal Welfare Standards in Australia’s Live
Export Markets, 10 august 2011, <http://liveexports.gov.au/news/daff-statement-to-
senate-committee-100811>; senator ludwig quoted in vasek, above n 11.

127 Cattle Council of australia, above n 83, 5.
128 shifrin, above n 45.
129 explanatory statement, export Control repeal order 2011 (Cth).
130 lexisnexis, above n 53.
131 ludwig, above n 32.
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a number of legislative and regulatory options are being considered
to improve animal welfare in the trade.132 the industry needs to be
sufficiently supported to be ‘sustainable, productive, internationally
competitive and profitable’, but this must be balanced with the need to
adhere to animal welfare standards.133

the independents and greens have introduced bills into parliament
seeking to ban all live export from australia. the independents want
a complete phase-out of live export by 1 July 2014, while the greens
want an immediate ban. these bills have yet to be considered by the
parliament; however the likelihood of them passing would appear slim
given their lack of commerciality as well as the absence of a credible
alternative plan to shore up the livelihood of the northern australian
cattle industry.134

d Industry Government Working Group

the industry governmentworking group on live Cattle exports (igwg)
was commissioned by the minister for agriculture,fisheries and forestry,
senator Joe ludwig, to monitor a number of changes. these include
the implementation of the new regulatory framework for live cattle
exports to indonesia; monitoring and assessing the domestic impacts
of the temporary suspension of the trade to indonesia; consideration
of any impacts or longer term adjustment responses for the live cattle
export industry arising from the application of the new framework; and
consideration of outcomes from the independent review into australia’s
livestock export trade (farmer review).135

early evidence shows that the regulatory framework established for
the trade in live cattle to indonesia, though only active since 10 august
2011, is allowing exporters to put in place arrangements that fulfil the
requirements to the satisfaction of the australian regulator. independent
audits of the supply chains to date have shown that exporters have been
able to put in place arrangements for control of the supply chain and
for traceability of animals throughout the supply chain. this provides
some evidence that implementation of the new regulatory framework is
feasible for indonesia at least.136 more time is, however, needed to assess

132 department of agriculture, fisheries and forestry, above n 25.
133 ibid.
134 hatten, above n 28. two bills have been introduced into parliament, namely, the

live animal export restriction and prohibition bill 2011 [no 2] and the live animal
export (slaughter) prohibition bill 2011 [no 2]. they have not yet been passed
through both houses.

135 industry government working group on live Cattle exports, above n 95, 2.
136 ibid.
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the full effectiveness of the reforms. no clear indication has yet emerged
that indonesia is viewing australia as a reliable supplier of livestock.

e The Farmer Review

mr bill farmer ao independently (but financed by the department of
agriculture, fisheries and forestry) reviewed the live export trade (‘the
farmer review’).137 the terms of reference for the review include the
consideration of facilities, treatment, handling and slaughter of livestock
exported from australia; the preparation and export of livestock
including responsibility for compliance and enforcement of relevant
standards; and the adequacy and effectiveness of current australian
regulatory arrangements for the live export trade.138 the review has
recommended a new regulatory framework for australia’s live export
trade and was released to the public on 21 october 2011.139

the farmer review found that there is an overarching need for nationally
consistent and enforceable standards for livestock welfare. it was also
found that it would be desirable for industry to develop a through-
chain quality assurance system to complement government regulatory
and compliance programs.140 it is undeniable that ‘greater clarity about,
and shared understandings on, responsibilities and regulatory powers
in the respective jurisdictions would assist the australian government
and the states and territories to identify and address gaps and areas of
discontinuity’.141

the government accepted all recommendations of the farmer review,
and it is said that the reforms will be implemented in stages arguably
between now and the end of august 2012. whether this timeline is
adhered to, and further, whether the reform is effective in improving
control of live animal export is yet to be seen considering the indonesian
response to cut cattle imports. the reforms will be implemented
through changes to subordinate legislation (orders) under the Export
Control Act 1982.142

137 hatten, above n 28.
138 hon Joe ludwig, minister for agriculture, fisheries and forestry, ‘ministerial statement

about new rspCa and animals australia footage’, (media release, daff/207l,
18 august 2011) <http://www.maff.gov.au/media_office/media_releases/media_
releases/2011/august/ministerial-statement-about-new-rspca-and-animals-australia-
footage>.

139 farmer, above n 18.
140 ibid xiii.
141 ibid.
142 australian government, New Supply Chain Assurance Framework (21 october

2011), live exports government action<http://www.liveexports.gov.au/government_
action>.
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f Reform Of Stunning Legislation

one of the concerns for animal welfare, which resulted in the
ban, surrounded the fact that cattle were not stunned prior to
slaughter. though the issue of animal welfare is not strictly within the
scope of this paper, it is however, important to the argument for the ban
on exportation. accordingly, it is necessary to discuss the possibility of
compulsory stunning legislation.

1 Cultural Considerations

whether mandatory stunning of animals is legislated, though unlikely
at this point, is something to be considered. the Majelis Ulama
Indonesia, the indonesian authority responsible for halal practices,
which includes the slaughter of animals, has indicated support for the
practice of stunning animals prior to slaughter and has approved the
practice in australian abattoirs exporting meat to indonesia. although
it is understood that there are some muslim views that animals must
be slaughtered while conscious to comply with sharia principles,
other experts argue from the islamic, as well as universal, principle
that slaughtering should be carried out in a humane way.143 australia
continues to encourage stunning but it is not required by the oie. the
slaughter of animals in australia must be performed in ways that prevent
unnecessary injury, suffering and pain and with the least practicable
disturbance.144

2 The Global Experience

the dutch are currently venturing down the stunning pathway, with
their parliament passing a bill banning the slaughter of livestock without
stunning it first, removing an exemption that has allowed Jews and
muslims to butcher animals according to their centuries old dietary
rules. however the bill in australia is yet to pass the senate.145

3 Indonesian Practices

the efforts of the export industry have led to the introduction of
stunning in some indonesian abattoirs. however, there is a long way

143 australia indonesia business Council, above n 10, 3.
144 australian government, above n 120.
145 ‘dutch move to ban slaughter of livestock which hasn’t been stunned’, The Australian,

June 29 2011 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/dutch-move-to-ban-
slaughter-of-livestock-which-hasnt-been-stunned/story-e6frg6so-1226084017408>. a
private member’s bill by mr wilkie is still pending as the debate on the livestock
export (animal welfare Conditions) bill 2012 has been adjourned.
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to go. there has been a push to make the promotion and adoption of
stunning a priority in indonesia’s abattoirs.146theaustralian government
does not have the ability to enforce stunning in indonesian abattoirs,nor
does it have any right to inspect those outlets to identify poor welfare
practices.147

though some indonesian abattoirs are privately owned, government
bodies own many. implementing skills and practices across regions and
different ownership and control models will be challenging. it has been
suggested that the body designated to control slaughter practices be
made up with ownership by all key stakeholders. this could be a joint
project in the content of the proposed ia-Cepa.148

4 Australian Practices

the majority of animals slaughtered in australia are stunned before
slaughter. however up to 15 abattoirs are authorised to slaughter
livestock without prior stunning in australia, on the basis of religious
grounds. approximately 250,000 livestock are slaughtered in australia
without stunning each year.149 australian abattoirs which slaughter
animals without prior stunning, trade domestically and are regulated
by state authorities.150 this is argued to be in order to meet australia’s
international obligations to provide for freedom of religious observance
under the united nation’s international Covenant on Civil and political
rights.151 it is hardly reasonable to require indonesians to stun australian
cattle, if it is not a universal policy on australian shores, and further, is
contrary to international obligations. the suggestion that stunning must
be compulsory in all abattoirs in indonesia is accordingly unrealistic and
unjustifiable when, by analogy, it is not required in australia.

it would therefore be unrealistic to expect any proposed legislation for
compulsory stunning when considering if this can possibly assist in
avoiding a similar situation of a ban on live export.

146 Campbell newman, ‘bligh must help end live export crisis’ Cando QLD (online), 27
June 2011 <http://lnp.org.au/news/leader-of-the-lnp/bligh-must-help-end-live-export-
crisis>.

147 law society of south of south australia, above n 86, 3.
148 australia indonesia business Council, above n 10.
149 rout, above n 2.
150 australian government, above n 120.
151 ibid.
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ix conclusion

the australian government’s blanket ban of the exportation of live
cattle to indonesia was a ‘knee-jerk’ reaction to public outcries of vested
interest groups, which failed to serve any real purpose.

importantly it highlighted two points. firstly, the failure of the
government to combine evidence based policy making with a sound
process. the lack of consultation, most importantly a bilateral one,
occurred despite several bi-lateral agreements having been set
up. secondly, an immense volume of regulations is not a solution; rather
it masks a real problem.

the ban resulted in significant job and income loss,for the large part due to
the inability of the industry, as well as governments, to properly deal with
a long-standing problem. there are multiple legal and policy frameworks
governing the live cattle trade, the trade and investment frameworks, oie
standards,and theaustralian position statement on the export of livestock,
to name a few. however, despite printed standards there was a failure of
exporters, industry and government to fulfil their roles in supervising the
various stages of exportation. although trade has now been resumed with
additional measures of protection, it is not a permanent solution. the
heavy burden placed on exporters to trace stock is not sustainable, nor
does tracing, in and of itself, ensure animal welfare. reform of control
mechanisms is undoubtedly needed; however, the blanket ban was an
unnecessary step,which disregarded proper procedure and commerciality,
with a clear lack of consultation, most importantly a bilateral one. the
result is that indonesia arguably is speeding up self-sufficiency, and as
noted by the indonesian agricultural minister, the only way australian
cattle producers will be able to participate in the beef industry is to
operate facilities in indonesia.152 the solution appears to be rather simple,
as permani noted in the policy brief:

understanding the systemic sources of regulatory failure would facilitate a more
creative and ultimately more effective response by the australian government
particularly through investment in regulatory capacity building for animal welfare
within the live stock industry.153

this is especially the case as the australian government looked inwardly
pleasing one interest group, instead of seeing the whole picture and
focusing its attention on all the stake holders. the question which
should have been asked is, how can australia jointly with indonesia
overcome the problem of reported animal cruelty?

152 earl, above n 1.
153 the university of adelaide, indo-pacific governance research Centre, above n 6, 1.
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